
We hope you all had a lovely bank holiday weekend. Now that pubs and

restaurants are open for outdoor meals, we hope that you have had the

opportunity to see more of your friends and family again. Perhaps even over a

barbeque in the garden! Hopefully, the weather will improve so there can be

plenty more to come. As of last month, stage three of the lockdown being lifted

came into play. The rule of 6 or the two household rule now applies to indoor

gatherings and indoor hospitality has reopened. Which means no more having to

brave the Great British weather for a coffee and a meal! It also means we're one

step closer to normality with currently only one more step to go later this month.

 

Lockdown Update

Pioneering Home Care Service

Over a six week training programme the our team

of CAREGivers have been trained in a variety of

clinical care methods such as blood pressure

monitoring, glucose levels monitoring, and wound

dressing. This allows CAREGivers to carry out

procedures that would otherwise have to be done

by healthcare professionals. We are pleased to

pioneer this type of care service and look forward to

seeing the impact it has on our community. The

other benefit is the reduction in the number of

people being required to visit a client's home,

bringing peace of mind during a pandemic and easing

the burden on the NHS
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We recently welcomed a new team member into

the Home Instead office family - our new

scheduler Jean! This has taken some getting used

to because, as you may know, we have another

Jean who is our Client Services Manager. Our new

Scheduler Jean is in charge of organising the

week's rotas. She is very excited to join the team

and start making a real difference. Just remember

Jean E (shown left) is our Scheduler and Jean C is

the Client Services Manager. So please give a

warm welcome to Jean E!
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A message from Amanda, Director

A pair of Jeans

Here at Home Instead, we are seeing more and more

people choosing to stay in the comfort and safety of their

own homes when they need a little extra help with daily

life. We are currently expanding our team of office staff to

ensure you continue to receive the very best quality of

care and support. Look out for more news in the coming

months! 

Congratulations to all our fabulous

CAREGivers that received recognition awards

recently! Each person was put forward for an

award by either a team member or one of

their clients. If you would like to nominate a

CAREGiver for this award please email

Danielle.harris@homeinstead.co.uk telling us

why you think they deserve recognition.

Congrats to Cheryl, Kan, Suzann, Steph, Julie,

Vicki, Sally, and Annette! 
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